An environmental scanning electron microscopy study of aqueous gibbsite suspensions.
Synthetic gibbsite has been used as a model system for study in the environmental scanning electron microscopy (ESEM), to probe its utility as a tool to study clay dispersions under different conditions of aggregation. We have been able to show that we can study the nature of the platelet interactions as the pH is altered, by imaging the dispersions after water evaporation from the surface to permit the surface of the platelets to be clearly seen. It has been possible to show that at alkaline pH there are very few face-edge contacts between the platelets, consistent with what is known about the charges at high pH on the faces and edges of the gibbsite. In contrast, at lower pHs, when faces and edges have opposite sign charges, there are significantly more platelets touching with edge and faces in contact. Finally, when the salt lithium chloride is added to a dispersion at approximately neutral pH, the plates appear to stack suggesting face-face interactions in the dispersion. Thus, ESEM has been able to demonstrate the variability of packing in gibbsite dispersions and to correlate the structures observed with the known charge distribution on the gibbsite platelets.